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Rate of dilepton production (p=0)



Weak coupling 
calculations



Weakly interacting 
quasiparticles

(from F. Karsch, hep-lat/0106019)



Scales and degrees of freedom in
the weakly coupled quark-gluon plasma

Hard modes = plasma particles

Soft modes = collective excitations

Ultra Soft modes (« magnetic sector »)

(coupled to hard modes)
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Effect of collisions
Width of quasiparticles

Damping is anomalously large



Rate of photon production
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Rate of dilepton production



Leading order calculations
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Alther, Aurenche, Becherrawy (1989)

Infrared divergent for real photons
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HTL resummations
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Two-loop resummed calculations (1)

Aurenche, Gelis, Kobes, Petitgirard (1996)
Aurenche, Gelis, Kobes, Zaraket (1998)
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Singularity when the photon is emitted forward

Two-loop resummed calculations (2)



Formation time comparable to mean collision time
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Multiple scatterings are important

Landau, Pomeranchuk, Migdal (1953-55)

Coherence effects

Formation time



Migdal (1956)
Arnold, Moore, Yaffe (2001-2002)
Aurenche, Gelis, Zaraket (2002)

Effect of multiple collisions



Aurenche, Gelis, Moore, Zaraket (2002)
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Lattice QCD 
calculations



Dilepton rates from lattice spectral function

is measured on the lattice

The spectral function is reconstructed from the MEM



lattice spectral functions

Karsch et al, hep-lat/0110208
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Rate of dilepton production (p=0)



Puzzle at small frequency

Electric conductivity

Simple sum rule

(finite)



S. Gupta, hep-lat/0301006

Electric conductivity from lattice

NB. It is assumed in the MEM that the looked for 
spectral function leads to a finite conductivity



Conclusions

- Leading order rates are under control
- First lattice estimates agree with 
perturbative ones at large frequencies, 
BUT differ qualitatively at small frequencies
-The low frequency domain remains to be 
understood


